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Abstract 

This report describes a language survey conducted in January and February of 2007 

among people speaking Ama, Karko, and Wali. These languages are spoken in villages of 

the northwest Nuba Mountains, Sudan. Wordlists and interviews were utilized as 

methods for obtaining data. The main goals of this research were to get an approximate 

number of languages that are spoken in the survey region, collect data on their 

ethnolinguistic identities, gauge the vitality of each of them, and to determine the 

relationships that exist between these languages. The research was conducted to help 

make decisions on the best ways to meet the needs of these speech communities for 

language development and literature.   

1  Introduction 

The surveyor conducted research over a two-week period in January and February of 

2007 in order to identify and obtain information about languages west and southwest of 

Dilling in the Nuba Mountains. The Nuba Mountains is an area in central Sudan noted for 

ethnolinguistic and cultural diversity. Due to more recent mixing of populations and 

pressures placed upon the peoples of the Nuba Mountains for ethnolinguistic change, 

there is a need for language survey to determine the current state of Nuba Mountain 

languages in order to make decisions for language development and literacy in that area 

of Sudan. The survey was carried out under the auspices of the Episcopal Church of 

Sudan (Khartoum Diocese, Translation and Literacy Dept.), in response to the aspirations 

of local people for the development of their languages. 

The author would like to thank those who made the research possible: Episcopal 

Church of Sudan (Diocese of Khartoum, Translation and Literacy Department), 

government officials on local levels, church leaders, and the many individuals who 

participated in interviews. The author also wants to express appreciation to Kamal Eldo 

and Raja Kasoora, the two survey assistants who accompanied her on the trip and who 

provided translation and logistical help. Without the cooperation and assistance of all of 

these people, the research would not have been accomplished.  

1.1  Geography 

The area of research, west and southwest of Dilling, is in the Nuba Mountains in northern 

Sudan. The area is located in the political state of Southern Kordofan. The survey 

location is at approximately 11° 50' to 12° 00'  N latitude and 29° 15' to 29° 40'  E 

longitude. (See Map 1). 
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Map 1: Language Survey Area (from CDE 2005) 

 

1.2  Peoples and Languages 

The peoples who were researched are speakers of the following languages: Ama, Karko, 

and Wali.  

1.2.1  Ama 

The Ethnologue listing for Ama provides the following information: 

Ama [nyi]:  

 Alternative names: Nyimang, Inyimang, Nyima, Nyiman. 

Classification: Nilo-Saharan, Eastern Sudanic, Western, Nyimang  

Dialects: Lexical similarity 59% with Afitti. 

The population of Ama speakers is 70,000 (1982, SIL, as reported in the 

Ethnologue). Speakers live in Kordofan Province, northwest of Dilling on a range 

of hills of which Jebel Nyimang is a part, and on the Mandal range. The language 

used for education is Arabic. There are portions of the Bible in Ama (1950). The 

Ama language group includes both Muslims and Christians.  

1.2.2  Karko 

The Ethnologue provides the following information about this language: 

Karko [kko]:    

 Alternative names: Garko, Kithonirishe.  
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Classification: Nilo-Saharan, Eastern Sudanic, Eastern, Nubian, Central, Hill, 

Unclassified  

Dialects: None listed. 

The population of Karko speakers is listed as 12,986 (1984 R. C. Stevenson, as 

reported in the Ethnologue). Speakers live in the Karko Hills 20 miles west of 

Dilling, including Dulman. Karko may also be spoken on Abu Jinik to the west 

and El Tabaq southwest of Katla. Sudanese Arabic is also used by Karko 

speakers. Karko word order is SOV. 

1.2.3  Wali 

The Ethnologue listing for Wali includes the following information: 

Wali [wll]: 

 Alternative names: Walari, Walarishe. 

Classification: Nilo-Saharan, Eastern Sudanic, Eastern, Nubian, Central, Hill, 

Unclassified  

Dialects: None listed. 

The population of Wali speakers is listed as 487 (1977 Voegelin and Voegelin, as 

reported in the Ethnologue). They live in the Wali Hills, south of the Karko Hills. 

Wali is an SOV language.  

1.3  Previous research 

Roland Stevenson provides a summary of linguistic research in the Nuba Mountains prior 

to his own research (Stevenson 1956). His own investigation focused extensively on the 

Ama (Nyimang) language, which he concluded was spoken on seven hills (called the 

Nyimang Hills) and Mandal Hills west and northwest of Dilling. He writes that people of 

the Mandal Hills speak Ama “with minor variations” from those speakers of the Nyimang 

Hills. Stevenson also compiled a grammar and dictionary of Ama. In addition, Stevenson 

discusses the Hill Nubian languages, which include Karko and Wali. He writes that the 

speakers of the Hill Nubian languages “refer to themselves as ɑ�ɑŋ, and to their speech as  

ɑ�ɑŋ-we (or variations) as a general term, although each locality uses distinct terms for 

its own people and dialect.” (Stevenson’s phonetic spellings have been regularized to 

current IPA.) This paper will refer to these speech varieties collectively as Ajang, to be 

discussed later, particularly in relation to Karko and Wali. 

A language survey trip was conducted in 1976 among Ama (Nyimang) speakers and 

Wali speakers in the Nuba Mountains (Institute of African and Asian Studies, 1979). 

Much of that research focused on multilingualism, particularly concerning speakers of 

Arabic. It also looked at literacy levels in Arabic among people who spoke Arabic and a 

different mother tongue as opposed to those who did not speak Arabic. A comparison of 

the results of that research with other language survey research in the Nuba Mountains is 

presented in a paper by Herman Bell (1995). 
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1.4  Other background information 

Spoken Arabic is also used in the Nuba Mountains as a language of wider communication 

and second language. This language may be spoken in different varieties and with 

different levels of skill in the Nuba Mountains.  

2  Goals of the research 

There is only minimal data available about the current language situation in the Nuba 

Mountains west and southwest of Dilling. The main goals of this research therefore were 

to get an approximate number of languages that are spoken in the survey region, collect 

data on their ethnolinguistic identities, gauge the vitality of each of them, and determine 

the relationships that exist between these languages, if any. The research was conducted 

to help make decisions on the best ways to meet the needs of these speech communities 

for language development and literature.  

The following questions, addressing the specific concepts shown in parentheses after 

them, were the research questions that the survey sought to answer: 

• What is the rough overview of the language situation? (language vitality, linguistic 

relationships, ethnolinguistic identity, interdialectal comprehension) 

• How many languages are spoken within the area? (linguistic relationships, 

ethnolinguistic identity) 

• What is the location of the language groups? How much are they spread out? 

(linguistic relationships, ethnolinguistic identity) 

• For related languages, how closely related are those languages? (linguistic 

relationships, ethnolinguistic identity, interdialectal comprehension) 

• What is the viability of the languages spoken here? (language vitality) 

• How many speakers of each vernacular language remain? (language vitality) 

• What is the language use situation (which languages are still being used in all 

domains)? (language vitality) 

• Is language use changing due to the mixing of populations? (language vitality, 

ethnolinguistic identity) 

• Where do we need to test comprehension? (linguistic relationships, interdialectal 

comprehension) 

Interviews were used to elicit information from the people to research their view of 

their own languages as well as other languages (language attitudes). Interviews also 

provided information about ethnolinguistic identity. The researcher also tried to 

determine if language shifts (change of language or cessation of its use) are taking place 

among the speakers of these language varieties. In order to test the lexical similarity 

between languages, wordlists were elicited. These were used to determine the degree of 
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linguistic similarity between speech varieties in the survey area. Data obtained from this 

trip is intended to lay a foundation for further in-depth research into the language 

situation of individual language groups in this region if it is determined that there is need 

for further development of some of these languages. A thorough study of the 

ethnolinguistic vitality, multilingualism, and dialectology of the language/dialect groups 

in the region may be required at a later time. 

The rest of this paper discusses the data, findings, conclusions, and evaluation of the 

research. Methodology for obtaining data, analysis of data, and a summary of the data 

will be presented in section 3. Findings related to the research questions will be dealt with 

in section 4. Conclusions as related to the goals of the research will be presented in 

section 5.  

3  Methodology 

The survey was done using the “Rapid Appraisal” sociolinguistic research approach 

(Stalder 1996), utilizing elicitation of wordlists and interviews. Eliciting wordlists 

required relatively little time while providing general insight into the linguistic similarity 

of the speech varieties of the region. Interviews helped to assess language vitality, 

ethnolinguistic identity, comprehension of other speech varieties, and language attitudes.  

3.1  Wordlists 

3.1.1  Procedures for Administration  

The surveyor wanted to identify the speech varieties and estimate the linguistic similarity 

between them. Originally, the researcher intended to elicit a 200-item wordlist with a 

variety of grammatical categories (nouns, verbs, adjectives, and question words) from two 

groups of people (living in two different villages where that language is spoken) for each 

language being surveyed. However, some alterations to that plan occurred during the 

course of the survey. The actual wordlist contained one word that was repeated on it so 

that it was in reality a 199-item wordlist. Among Ama speakers, the wordlist was elicited 

in two different villages, Tundia and Afunj. Ama is also spoken in another area called 

Mandal (referred to as Male by the Ama people). Travel to Mandal was not possible, but 

a wordlist was elicited from a Mandal man in Dilling. The researcher only had the 

opportunity to visit one village of Karko speakers, so only one Karko wordlist was 

obtained. The Wali wordlist was obtained at the compound of the village leader in Wali.  

Sudanese Spoken Arabic was used to elicit the corresponding words. Elicited words 

were written down phonetically using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Tone 

was also noted. Verbs were elicited in the singular masculine imperative form in most 

cases. Where the imperative form was not appropriate, they were elicited in the third 

person masculine past tense. Nouns were elicited in singular forms. When the group did 

not agree on the form of the word, a group consensus was sought. Synonyms were written 

down when obtained if the participants agreed that they have the same meaning. 

Following the writing down of the wordlist, elicitation was repeated with one person of 

the group for the purpose of recording the list onto a minidisk for later analysis.  
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3.1.2  Data sources for Wordlist Elicitation 

The surveyor intended to visit two villages for each language being surveyed (Ama, 

Karko, and Wali) where that language was expected to be widely used. However, the 

surveyor did not have the opportunity to visit more than one Karko and one Wali village. 

The villages visited by the surveyor were chosen based on consultation with one of the 

survey assistants (who is from the area). This survey assistant provided recommendations 

and arranged visits to each community. 

For wordlist elicitation, the researcher intended to have two men and two women (all 

mother-tongue speakers of the language who have lived most of their lives in the village 

where the wordlist was being elicited) between the ages of 30 and 50 to participate in the 

wordlist elicitation. They also needed to understand Sudanese Spoken Arabic, since that 

was the language to be used for elicitation. In reality, these criteria were not fully met, 

and the researcher was essentially dependent on whoever became available for elicitation 

of wordlists in each village during the time available to conduct wordlist elicitation. One 

wordlist was obtained during a visit to a home in Karko, with only women present. The 

Ama wordlist from Tundia was obtained with only two men, and the Ama-Mandal 

wordlist was obtained with only one older man who is from Mandal but was in Dilling 

during the time the wordlist was obtained. 

3.1.3  Wordlist Analysis Procedures 

Wordlists were analyzed for similarity primarily by using the “inspection method” 

(Sanders 1977). In this comparison, words with the same meaning are called “probable 

cognates” if they are phonetically similar. Sound correspondences were also noted when 

discovered. In many cases, words with similar root forms but with extra syllables (or loss 

of syllables) were considered as cognates. Some of these are likely to be morphemes (see 

comments in Appendix A). Cases in which an extra syllable was just a vowel, usually 

word-final, were overlooked. The wordlist data also has many cases where there is loss or 

addition of a consonant between forms that are probable cognates.Words with differences 

that were most likely due to recognized phonological processes (such as labialization, 

prenasalization, or palatalization) were also considered as cognates. Appendix A contains 

the wordlists with cognate decisions tagged. When more than one form was obtained for 

the gloss in a speech variety, the word was excluded for cognate analysis from all speech 

varieties. Other words have been discounted for analysis due to various problems with 

elicitation. Words that were excluded from wordlist comparison and the reasons for their 

exclusion are given in Appendix B. In all, 23 words were excluded from cognate 

decisions, leaving a total of 177 words for comparison. Sound correspondences are listed 

in Appendix C. 

Based on cognate percentages, speech varieties with <70% similarity are considered 

as different languages with no inherent intelligibility (Bergman 1990:8.1.5). Speech 

varieties with >70% similarity may warrant further research. Findings of wordlist analysis 

are discussed in Section 4.  
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3.2  Interviews 

3.2.1  Procedures for Administration of Interviews 

Interviews of groups were conducted to help assess language vitality, ethnolinguistic 

identity, comprehension of other speech varieties, and language attitudes. The interviewer 

had a list of prepared questions to discuss with the group. The questions were 

administered either in Sudanese Spoken Arabic by a survey assistant or in Ama when 

with the Ama groups, since the survey assistants speak Ama. Answers were translated 

into English and recorded in English. Questions covered the areas of language use and 

attitudes. The surveyor also attempted to take notes about the group interview and tried to 

record all translated answers, along with observations about the reaction of the group to 

certain questions or answers.  

Teachers, religious leaders, and village leaders or officials were interviewed 

individually. They were asked specialized questions to aid in collecting demographic 

information as well as language vitality and language use information.  

3.2.2  Data sources for Interviews 

The surveyor intended to visit two villages for each language that was surveyed (Ama, 

Karko, and Wali) where that language is expected to be widely used. As mentioned 

above, this did not always happen. Group interviews were conducted in two Ama villages 

and one Karko village. The participants for the group interviews were arranged primarily 

through one of the survey assistants, working in conjunction with village leaders. Ideally, 

participants should have included at least 20 adults from the language community, 

preferably 10 men and 10 women of varying ages. However, what generally happened 

was that the surveyor utilized whatever group of people became available to participate in 

a group interview. In Tundia, one of the Ama villages, two group interviews were done 

because one group arrived to participate in an interview after the original group interview 

had already been completed. Among Wali speakers, there was no opportunity to obtain a 

group interview, and only the village leader was interviewed. 

Individuals to be interviewed were located with the help of a survey assistant and/or 

community leaders at the local level. These included available village officials and 

teachers. As there were no churches in any of the visited villages, there were no church 

leaders to interview there. However, interviews were obtained with an Episcopal pastor 

and a Catholic priest who serve at churches in Dilling.   

3.2.3  Interview Analysis Procedure 

Results obtained through interviews were analyzed qualitatively, and significant trends 

and findings will be discussed in the following section. 
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4  Findings  

4.1  Demographics 

4.1.1  Ama Speakers 

The home areas of Ama speakers include the following villages in the Nuba Mountains:  

These areas are: Kalara, Koromiti, Nitil, Al Fous, Kakara, Hajar Sultan, Salara, Afunj, 

Fuony, and Male. (Male is known as Mandal to Arabic speakers and the terms seem 

interchangeable even among the Ama. Therefore, it will be referred to as Mandal 

throughout the rest of this report.) As will be discussed later, the Mandal people do not 

seem to be as ethnolinguistically linked to the rest of the Ama speakers. The Ama people 

in Dilling also use the Ama language.  

Population figures were not easily obtained, and the accuracy of obtained figures is 

not known. Based on interviews obtained during this survey trip, the population of Afunj 

was reported to be 860, while the figure for Tundia was reported to be 437. One Ama 

leader over six Ama localities reported a population of 11,000 when asked about the 

number of Ama speakers in his village. Since his village is Tundia, with a reported 

population of 437, it is possible that he was including all the localities for which he is a 

leader. Further speculation on actual numbers of Ama speakers in other villages is not 

within the scope of the research obtained. 

4.1.2  Karko and Wali Speakers 

Karko and Wali speakers often identify themselves as speaking the same language, called 

Ajang. Ama speakers view them as separate languages, and the linguistic basis for these 

being separate languages will be discussed below. However, the term “Ajang” is used 

among several Nuba Mountain languages of the Nubian group to refer to their common 

identity, so this paper will use the term in that way. Based on information obtained on this 

survey, people who speak some form of an Ajang language are located in the villages of 

Karko, Kasha, Shifir, Kujuria, Fanda, Wali, Elek, Abu Januk, Kamda, Shingil, Ghulfan, 

Kudur, Dadaru, and Tabak. According to people who live in Karko, their language is also 

spoken by people in Dilling and Danagla (probably meaning Dongola, since they referred 

to this as being in the north). The term “Karko” (when referring to a speech variety) will 

be used for the variety spoken in the village of Karko, and the term “Wali” (when 

referring to a speech variety) will be used for the variety spoken in the village of Wali. 

There are reportedly 8,000 people living in Karko. However, not all of these are 

speaking Karko. The Karko speakers call themselves either Karko or Kakenbi, but they 

may be called Karme by the Ama. In addition, some Katla people who understand some 

of the Karko language are living in the village of Karko. 

There are reportedly 9,000 people living in Wali. It is likely that most or all of them 

are speaking Wali. Wali seems quite isolated from the other villages visited on the survey 

trip, being a two-hour trip by vehicle over very rugged terrain from Dilling. Wali is also 

under SPLA authority, unlike the other villages visited on the survey trip. 
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4.1.3  Neighboring Languages 

Neighboring languages to Ama, Karko, and Wali include Fanda, Kujuria, Kamda, and 

Ghulfan. These, like Karko and Wali, are identified as part of the Ajang group of 

languages.  

Tima and Katla are non-Ajang languages neighboring Wali.   

4.2  Linguistic Findings 

Wordlists with probable cognate taggings and explanations for choosing cognates are 

found in Appendix A.  

4.2.1  Ama 

Table 1: Percentages of probable cognates between Ama wordlists 

 Tundia Afunj Mandal 

Tundia 100% 92% 76% 

Afunj 92% 100% 77% 

Mandal 76% 77% 100% 

There are several instances of Mandal words that appear to be cognates with 

prenasalization of plosive stops. Some examples are shown below: 

English Gloss Ama-Tundia Ama-Afunj Ama-Mandal 

12. ‘two’ ɑrbɑ̀ ɑrbɑ̀ ɑrmbɑ̀ 

87. ‘mountain’ mɑdé mɛdé mɛndé 

125. ‘wing’ kɑmùdù kɑmudù kɑmùnd 

The Mandal variety also contains examples of apparent cognates with a nasal 

followed by a plosive stop, while the other varieties do not have the plosive stop after this 

nasal: 

English Gloss Ama-Tundia Ama-Afunj Ama-Mandal 

33.   ‘bone’ ɑ�mí ɑ�mí ɑ�mbí 

35.   ‘egg’ dɑmì dɑmì dɑmbì 

121. ‘worm’ ɑmì ɑmì ɑmbè 

Another lexical difference between Mandal and non-Mandal varieties concerns the 

presence or absence of intervocalic g. According to Stevenson, as reported in Tucker and 

Bryan (1966), intervocalic g is often softened to w or elided. Data from this trip provides 

examples where this occurs in the non-Mandal varieties:  
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English Gloss Ama-Tundia Ama-Afunj Ama-Mandal 

14.   ‘long’ tɑ̀uɾu tɑuɽú tɑ̀gur 

80.   ‘earth’ kiɛl kɛl kɛgɛl 

132. ‘flower’ kór kór kógór 

A fairly common sound correspondence between Mandal and non-Mandal varieties is 

that the ʃ ʃ ʃ ʃ is often changed to    s s s s in Mandal, as seen in the following examples: 

English Gloss Ama-Tundia Ama-Afunj Ama-Mandal 

47.   ‘claw’ w�ʃí wʊʃí wús 

51.   ‘belly’ búʃí bʊ�ʃí bús 

153. ‘dirty’   kwɑʃír kwɑʃír kwɑsír 

Mandal also often lacks a word-final syllable consisting only of a vowel, as in the 

following examples: 

English Gloss Ama-Tundia Ama-Afunj Ama-Mandal 

70.  ‘stand’ moì moì mò 

125. ‘wing’ kɑmùdù kɑmudù kɑmùnd 

191. ‘hunt’ defí defí def 

The implications of the lexical dissimilarities between Mandal speakers and other 

Ama speakers will be further discussed in section 5. 

4.2.2  Karko and Wali 

The percentage of probable cognates between Karko and Wali was only 29%. Many 

decisions that considered two forms to be cognates were based on words having 

phonetically similar segments, but correspondences were not attested in enough cases to 

be considered regular correspondences. One group of apparent cognates has voiced 

plosive stops in Wali but nasals in Karko, as shown below: 

English Gloss Karko Wali 

15.  ‘small’ mɑ�ndè bɑ�ndò 

36.  ‘horn’ nutù dútú 

159. ‘left’ �uŋ��lè �úngùl 

Implications of the lexical dissimilarity between Karko and Wali will be discussed in 

section 5.  
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4.3  Sociolinguistic Findings 

Group interview participants and community leaders were asked questions pertaining to 

ethnolinguistic identity, language use, language vitality, and language attitudes. 

4.3.1  Ethnolinguistic Identity 

In general, Ama speakers interviewed on this survey consider people from Mandal to 

speak the same language as they do, although they may recognize that it is not exactly the 

same as they speak Ama. The Ama do not consider themselves able to speak any 

languages well other than Ama and Arabic. Some do understand Karko or Fanda, 

particularly those Ama who are living on the borders with these groups. There are older 

Ama people who speak Ama as their only language.   

The Karko consider themselves to speak Arabic well, while the elders know Karko at 

a deeper level. Other than Arabic and Karko, they do not consider themselves able to 

speak any other language well. Some of them understand Ama and/or Mandal. There are 

older Karko people who do not speak any language other than Karko. There is a 

perception that the Karko can understand other neighboring Ajang languages and even 

that all the Ajang speech varieties are actually the same language.  

People living in Wali speak Wali, Arabic, and/or English. The Wali believe they can 

understand the speech varieties in the Ajang group of languages neighboring Wali, but 

not Tima or Katla. There is a perception that all the speech varieties of the Ajang group 

are one language.  

4.3.2  Language Vitality, Use, and Attitudes 

4.3.2.1  Ama 

The Ama people are using their language with their children and with one another in 

many domains. Exceptions are in the domains of religion, government, and education. 

Since the majority of Ama are Muslims, the language of religion for them is Arabic. For 

those who are Christians, there are no churches in the Ama villages. If they attend 

worship services in Dilling, the language used there is Arabic, although they may sing 

songs in Ama. The Ama use Arabic when dealing with government officials, since the 

officials are not Ama.  

Arabic is the language of instruction at all school levels. Before they attend school, 

Ama children are primarily using Ama, and it is the first language that they learn, 

although some also learn Arabic at home. Based on teacher interviews in two Ama 

villages, the children do not understand Arabic well until they reach the P3 or P4 level in 

school. Even advanced students do not all learn to write Arabic. Outside of classes, the 

children tend to use Ama rather than Arabic. However, the teachers, even if they are 

Ama, tend to use Arabic when speaking to the children outside of class. All of the Ama 

leaders who were interviewed agreed that the children speak Ama correctly, the way it 

should be spoken. 
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In all the villages, Ama is the primary language used at home or working in the fields. 

There reportedly is nobody in either Tundia or Afunj who does not speak Ama. One 

group reported that older people and small children who have not gone to school in their 

village only use Ama. However, another group reported that children are sometimes 

spoken to in Arabic. Ama speakers are using their speech variety even when in larger 

towns where there are people of other ethnic groups living. If Ama people meet other 

Ama in town, and there are only Ama present, groups agreed that they would use the Ama 

language. However, there are many Ama people in Khartoum, according to the Afunj 

group, who are not using the Ama language.  If speakers of other languages are involved 

in a conversation or social event with the Ama, then the Ama tend to use Arabic. The 

Ama also use their language in public meetings and for traditional songs and say that they 

hear songs in Ama on the radio. The researcher noted that, even in a group of all Ama 

(except for herself), Arabic was also being used, and it seemed as though there was 

switching back and forth between Arabic and Ama.  

Ama speakers appear to have a very positive language attitude. People in Afunj 

considered that they speak both Ama and Arabic well, while people in Tundia thought 

that they speak Ama well and Arabic not as well as Ama.  They seem proud of their 

language and expect the future generation of children to continue speaking Ama "because 

this is our language" and “why would we leave it?” They believe the young people in the 

villages like the Ama language, although there may be Ama people in Khartoum who do 

not speak Ama.  One group told the researcher that they are not ashamed of Ama and that 

they want to be able to read and write in it “because the Arabs read and write their 

language and the English also, but they [the Ama] don't have [the ability to read and write 

Ama] and because of this, they also want” to be able to read and write in their mother 

tongue. All of the Ama interviewed at group interviews seemed fairly uniform in their 

desire to read and write in Ama, although one person mentioned that “if some would not 

want to learn, it is okay.” People present at group interviews did not know of any local 

people working on writing the language and they are unaware of any Ama language 

committee. They asked when someone is coming to develop their language, as they are 

ready to learn how to read and write it.  

Speaking Ama seems closely linked, in the villages, with being Ama, except perhaps 

in the case of people from Mandal. Groups tended to believe that Ama is spoken the same 

everywhere and that there is no one village where it is spoken better than in other 

villages. However, the Afunj village leader mentioned that the language spoken in 

Mandal is like Ama, but not exactly the same. The dissimilarity between the Mandal 

variety from other Ama speakers is likely related to the history of the Mandal people, who 

formerly were speakers of an Ajang language but have gone over to speaking Ama. 

4.3.2.2  Karko 

The people in Karko are not using the Karko language in all domains. Children playing 

together, young people, and men mostly speak Arabic. Women and people working 

together use both Arabic and Karko. When people from Karko meet each other in a 

nearby town, they tend to use Arabic. Children first learn Arabic, although they hear 

Karko. During the surveyor’s visit, an adult asked a child in the group something in 
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Karko, and she said she understood but could not repeat it. When asked where the best 

Karko is spoken, the answer given was Shingil. The reason for this answer was that the 

children there are also speaking Karko and they are not using the Arabic. 

Karko is not heard on the radio. It is used in development meetings, but Arabic is also 

used. Both Arabic and Karko are used by the people of the village with their families, 

friends in the village, and at the market. Karko is used with village leaders, but it is not 

considered to be “pure” because it is mixed with Arabic. Karko is used at funerals, social 

gatherings, and when singing traditional songs.  

The older people tend to use Karko as their only language of communication. Young 

people are reportedly proud of the Karko language, yet there are many Karko people who 

only understand the language without being able to speak it. Movement to cities has also 

affected the use of Karko. There are Karko people born in Khartoum who are not 

speaking Karko well, and many do not understand it. However, Karko people in Dilling 

do speak it as their mother tongue. There are also some Katla people who are living in 

Karko and learning the Karko language. 

The people present at the group interview said they are ready to learn to read their 

language. The older ones said that even if they die, they want the younger ones to learn 

their language and that if they had a book, it would help the young ones to learn it. They 

are aware of one local person who is working on writing the language in Khartoum. 

When asked what language the future generation of children will be speaking, the 

respondents indicated that they think it will be Arabic, but an older lady said that she 

wants the children to use Karko. Another person commented that he thinks it is important 

to continue speaking Karko “because in years to come, they will forget their dialect and 

so it is good for them to know it.” 

4.3.2.3  Wali 

As with Karko, there is a perception that Wali, Karko, and several other neighboring 

villages all speak the same language, known as Ajang. Many people in Wali are 

reportedly able to read Arabic, and many are reportedly able to read English.  The 

surveyor met two young women who seemed able to only understand and speak Wali, 

other than perhaps a small amount of words in Arabic.  

The Wali language seems to be actively used in many domains. Children who have 

not entered school use it when playing together. The young people mostly speak English 

and Wali. Children and young people speak Wali correctly, as it should be spoken. The 

men and women mostly converse in Wali, as do people working together. When people 

from Wali meet each other in the closest city or town, they speak Wali. It is expected that 

children of the next generation will also continue to communicate using Wali. The reason 

given for the people of Wali to continue speaking their mother tongue was: “It is our 

language.”  
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5  Conclusions  

5.1  Ama 

The perception among Ama speakers is that they are all (with the possible exception of 

people from Mandal) speaking the same language. The wordlist comparison, with a 92% 

similarity between the Tundia and Afunj wordlists, supports the statement that this is one 

language. The Mandal variety has a 76% similarity with the Tundia wordlist and a 77% 

similarity with the Afunj wordlist. On this basis as well as the perception that people 

from Mandal are speaking Ama, Mandal may be considered a dialect of Ama. However, 

because of the linguistic differences, it is not clear if Mandal speakers would be able to 

read Ama literature based on a non-Mandal dialect, as they may not be able to recognize 

all Ama words.  

Within the Ama-speaking areas, Ama is the first language of the children and is the 

language used most in daily life. Arabic is used primarily as a means to communicate and 

function with non-Ama speakers. There is agreement among the Ama that their language 

will continue to be used in the future by their descendants. The Ama language is a vital 

language that shows no indication of language shift.  

5.2  Karko and Wali 

In the village of Karko, Arabic is the first language the children are learning. Arabic is 

also used extensively in everyday life in Karko, even between Karko people. In this 

village, there was consensus that future generations will be using Arabic instead of 

Karko. These findings indicate that Karko may be undergoing language shift to Arabic 

and may not remain a viable language. However, there is reported to be at least one 

village where the children are using Karko rather than Arabic. Vitality of Karko may be 

better determined through additional survey in other Karko-speaking villages. 

Within Wali, that language is actively used in daily life by all ages of people. Its use is 

expected to be continued by future generations. Wali is a vital language with no 

indication of language shift.  

Karko and Wali only show 29% linguistic similarity based on evaluation of wordlists 

obtained during this survey. This indicates that they should be considered linguistically as 

different languages with no inherent intelligibility.  Because of this linguistic dissimilarity 

between Karko and Wali, it is unlikely for these speakers to be able to share literature 

without becoming bilingual. However, Karko and Wali speakers have a shared 

ethnolinguistic identity, and generally view themselves as speaking the same language 

(Ajang). For this reason, they may be treated as belonging to an Ajang language cluster, 

unless future research demonstrates, linguistically, that Karko or Wali is actually a dialect 

of a non-Ajang language.  
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Appendix A: Wordlists with Cognate Taggings 

AMA WORDLIST 

English Gloss Arabic Gloss Ama -Tundia Ama - Afunj Ama - Mandal Comments 

1. I 

��� ɑì1 ɑì1 ɑ1 Considering cases where forms differ 

only by extra syllable that is just a 

vowel, usually word-final, as cognates. 

2. you (masc. sg.) 

���� í1 í1 í1  

3. we 

��� ɑŋí1 ɑŋí1 ɑ�n1 Considering cases where forms 

differ only by extra syllable that is 

just a vowel, usually word-final, as 

cognates. ŋ/n as PSS, differing only 

in place of articulation. 

4. this 

	
 no�1 no1 n#�1 Addition of extra consonant, word-

final, in Tundia. 

5. that 

��
 dol1 dol1 dôl1  

6. who 

�� ŋɑ�1 ŋɑ�né1 ŋɑ�1 In the Afunj, -né probably 

represents the pl. morpheme. 

(Stevenson gave ŋa as the sg. and 

ŋa-ŋi as pl. for this word, as cited 

in Tucker and Bryan, 1966.) 
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English Gloss Arabic Gloss Ama -Tundia Ama - Afunj Ama - Mandal Comments 

7. what 

�� 
ɑ�ŋí ɑ�ŋí ε�ní  

8. no 

� 
bèr1 ber1 bʊ�r1  

9. all 

�� kwɑ�ɾɑ�ŋ1 kwóɾéŋ1 wɑ+s2  

10. many 

���� kɑdûŋ1 kɑdûŋ1 k-ɑdûŋ1 labialization of k in Mandal 

11. one 


�� �ɑlɑ�1 �εlɑ�1 �εlɑ�1  

12. two 

����� ɑrbɑ�1 ɑrbɑ�1 ɑrmbɑ�1 prenasalization of b in Mandal 

13. big 

���� diɑ�1 diɑ�1 diɑ�1  

14. long 

��� 
tɑ�uɾu1 tɑu.ú1 tɑ�gur1 ɾ/./r as PSS, differing only in place 

of articulation, elision of g word-

medially in Tundia and Afunj (as in 

80, 132, and 200), loss of word-final 

syllable in Mandal  

15. small 

���� 
kɑdíŋ1 kɑdíŋ1 kɑdíŋ1  
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English Gloss Arabic Gloss Ama -Tundia Ama - Afunj Ama - Mandal Comments 

16. woman 

	�	� kéɾ1 kér1 kér1  

17. man 

��� 
kwe1 kwe1 dwɑ�é2  

18. father 

�� / 
�� ɑbɑ1 ɑbɑ1 unbɑ�2  

19. fish 

��� 
εlεl ______ _______  

20. snake 

 ��
 som1 som1 sɑ�m1  

21. bird 

��� 
wor1 wor1 wʊr1  

22. dog 

 !� g��l1 g�l1 gíl1  

23. louse 

��" w�nì1 w�nì1 w�nì1  

24. tree 

��� 
tómɑ�1 tómɑ�1 tómɑ�1  

25. seed 

�#� sɑ�liŋ1 sɑ�líŋ1 ʃɑ�l2  
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English Gloss Arabic Gloss Ama -Tundia Ama - Afunj Ama - Mandal Comments 

26. grass 

$" lɑwɑ�1 lowɑ1 lɑw1 Considering cases where forms 

differ by extra syllable that is just a 

vowel, usually word-final, as 

cognates. 

27. leaf 

%&� 
kwô1 kwô1 kwéo1 Considering cases where forms 

differ by extra syllable that is just a 

vowel as cognates, but there may be 

two vowels in all three words here: 

the tone pattern is identical by that 

interpretation. 

28. root 

�#� 
sùl1 sùl1 sɑ�l1  

29. bark 

%� 
ɑmùn / tómɑ� túmɑ� tómɑ�  

30. skin 


!� 
lòm1 lom1 lóm1  

31. meat 

'�� kón1 kón1 kʊ�n1  

32. blood 

'
 w�lì1 wʊlì1 w�lì1  

33. bone 

'() 
ɑ�mí1 ɑ�mí1 ɑ�mbí1 sound correspondence as in 35 and 

121 (nasal followed by voiced 

plosive stop in Mandal) 
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English Gloss Arabic Gloss Ama -Tundia Ama - Afunj Ama - Mandal Comments 

34. grease 

'�� 
kól1 kól1 kól1  

35. egg 

*�� dɑmì1 dɑmì1 dɑmbì1 sound correspondence as in 33 and 

121 (nasal followed by voiced 

plosive stop in Mandal) 

36. horn 

��" gúrʃí1 gúrʃí1 grʊ�ʃ1 Considering cases where forms 

differ by extra syllable that is just a 

vowel as cognates. 

37. tail 

 �
 búd���e1 bʊ�dí�e1 éí2  

38. feather 

$�� kwɑ�rʃí1 korʃì1 k-ɑ�rʃ1 k not labialized in Afunj; Mandal 

form differs by lack of extra syllable 

word-final 

39. hair 

�+� 
�é1 �èʔ1 jě1 �/j are PSS, differing only in 

manner of articulation, as in 127. 

40. head 

,� woɾò1 orò1 wʊ�l1 Afunj lacking word-initial 

consonant, as in 184; ɾ/r/l as PSS, 

differing only in manner of 

articulation 

41. ear 

�
� �ógór1 �ógór1 �ε�gɑ�r1  

42. eye 

��) 
ɑŋè1 ɑŋè1 ɑŋè1  
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English Gloss Arabic Gloss Ama -Tundia Ama - Afunj Ama - Mandal Comments 

43. nose 

-�� ɑmudù1 ɑm�dù1 òmònd1 prenasalization before voiced 

plosive stop in Mandal; Mandal 

differs by lacking word-final 

syllable. 

44. mouth 

'. �ɑl1 ŋɑl1 ŋɑ�l1 �/ŋ are PSS, differing at point of 

articulation 

45. teeth 

����� �l��1 �lì1 ��le1  

46. tongue 

���� ��ldì1 n�ldì1 �ìt2  

47. claw 

��#/ 
w�ʃí1 wʊʃí1   wús1 ʃ/s are PSS, differing in point of 

articulation; Mandal differs by 

lacking word-final syllable 

48. foot 

0�� kíɾì1 kíɾε�ʔ1 k��r��1 ɾ/r are PSS, differing in manner of 

articulation 

49. knee 

 �� ku�um1 ku�um1 ku�um1  

50. hand 


� ɑ�i1 ɑ�i1 ɑí1  

51. belly 

��� búʃí1 bʊ�ʃí1 bús1 ʃ/s are PSS, differing in point of 

articulation; Mandal differs by 

lacking word-final syllable 
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English Gloss Arabic Gloss Ama -Tundia Ama - Afunj Ama - Mandal Comments 

52. neck 

 "� tɑŋɑ�1 tɑŋɑ�1 bε�dε�2  

53. breast(s) 

��� 
kɑ�ʃi1 kɑ�ʃí1 kɑsi1 ʃ/s are PSS, differing only in point 

of articulation 

54. heart 

 !" túlúm1 túlúm1 korò2  

55. liver 


�� mɑ.ìŋ1 mɑ.ìŋ1 mɑ.ìŋ1  

56. drink (v. imp.) 

 ��� tulí1 tulí1 túlí1  

57. eat (v. imp.) 

��� tɑlí1 tɑlì1 tɑlì1  

58. bite (v. imp.) 

1(� íletí bʊdí / ��letí bʊdì  

59. see (v. imp.) 

-� 
tε�le1 tεlé1 tùlu1  

60. hear (v. imp.) 

2��� k�lî1 k�lí1 k��li1  

61. know (v. imp.) 

-�)� tumɑ�î1 tumɑ�i1 t�meí1  
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English Gloss Arabic Gloss Ama -Tundia Ama - Afunj Ama - Mandal Comments 

62. sleep (v. imp.) 

'� tiɑ�ì1 tíɑ�ì1 tiɑ�1 Mandal differs by lacking word-final 

one-vowel syllable. 

63. died  (3-masc-past) 

��� luɑ1 kɑloɑ1 kɑ�ló1 kɑ- is likely the separate morpheme 

indicating completed action 

(perfect), as reported in Stevenson, 

1938. (also in 64 and 66) 

64. kill (v. imp.) 

�3"� ní1 kɑní1 nî1 kɑ- is likely a separate morpheme, 

as in 63 and 66. 

65. swim (v. imp.) 

') 
sòbɑè1 sòbɑi1 sóbɑí1  

66. fly (v. imp.) 

��� 
kɑmò1 kɑmò1 mò1 kɑ- is likely a separate morpheme, 

as in 63 and 64. 

67. go (v. imp.) 

$�� kɑ�dɑì1 kòdɑi1 kɑ�dɑì1  

68. come (v. imp.) 

��+3 toɾè1 tɑɾe1 t�rì1 ɾ/r are PSS, differing only in 

manner of articulation 

69. sit (v. imp.) 


+"� dò�î1 dʊ��î1 d-u�ú1 labialization of d in Mandal 

70. stand (v. imp.) 

'" moì1 moì1 mò1 Mandal differs by lacking word-final 

one-vowel syllable. 

71. give (v. imp.) 

4
� tɑgè / ��letí tɑgè / tí tɑgè  
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English Gloss Arabic Gloss Ama -Tundia Ama - Afunj Ama - Mandal Comments 

72. say (v. imp.) 

�" tɑ�ne tɑ�nde tɑ�ndu  

73. sun 

,�� 
ŋiŋɑ�ŋ1 niŋɑ�ŋ1 �3ŋ1 -ɑ�ŋ lacking in Mandal, as in 184, 

but root appears same as other 

varieties 

74. moon 

��" kur1 kur1 kûr1  

75. star 

'�� kuɾʃ��le1 kurʃ��le1 kwusɑ�lè1 labialization of k and loss of r 

before fricative in Mandal 

76. water 

4� boŋ1 boŋ1 bón1 ŋ/n as PSS, differing only in point 

of articulation 

77. rain 

���  
ɑr��ŋè1 ɑ�r��ŋè1 ɑr�ŋè1  

78. stone 

�5� 
mìdir1 m��d�r1 mε�dε�1 loss of word-final consonant in 

Mandal 

79. sand 

��� kwě1 kwék1 kùliś2 additional word-final k consonant in 

Afunj 

80. earth 

 ��3 kiεl1 kεl1 kεgεl1 elision of g word-medially in 

Tundia and Afunj (as in 14, 132, and 

200), loss of a vowel in Afunj 

81. cloud 

 ��� 
ɑ�rìŋjokol1 kól1 dét2 ɑ�rìŋjo- likely is a separate 

morpheme in Tundia 
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English Gloss Arabic Gloss Ama -Tundia Ama - Afunj Ama - Mandal Comments 

82. smoke 

���
 ŋeʃì1 ŋεʃì1   nɑs1 ŋ/n are PSS, difering only in point 

of articulation; ʃ/s are PSS, 

differing only in point of 

articulation; Mandal differs by 

lacking word-final syllable 

83. fire 

��� mír1 mér1 mer1  

84. ash 


��� fínɑn1 fínɑn1 fínɑ�n1  

85. burn (v. imp.)  

%��� swî1 swî1 swiε�1 Considering cases where one form 

has an extra syllable that is just a 

vowel, usually word-final, as 

cognates. 

86. path 

��� wɑrdí1 kuɑ�2 bʊ�r3  

87. mountain 

��� 
mɑdé1 mεdé1 mεndé1 prenasalization before voiced 

plosive stop in Mandal 

88. red 

���� tεg��lè1 tεg��lè1 t�g��lì1  

89. yellow 

�&�� ɑrè1 ɑɾè1 fɑsɑ2 r/ɾ are PSS, differing only in 

manner of articulation 

90. white 

*��� tɑbɑ�r1 tɑbɑ�r1 tɑbɑ�r1  
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English Gloss Arabic Gloss Ama -Tundia Ama - Afunj Ama - Mandal Comments 

91. black 


�� tefjù1 tefjù1 t��biε�1 f/b are PSS, differing in stricture 

and voicing 

92. night 

��� twín1 twín1 tún1 Mandal lacks the labialization of the 

first consonant but has rounded 

vowel 

93. hot 

/ ��� �5�  
kɑ�bɑr1 kɑ�bɑr1 kɑ�bor1  

94. cold 


��� kwʊʃil1 kuʃíl1 kʊ�sil1 labialization of k in Tundia, ʃ/s as 

PSS, differing at point of 

articulation 

95. thin 

-�+( 
ɑŋjε�de1 ɑŋɑ�dé1 lófo2  

96. new 


�
� 
kɑnjɑ�r1 kɑnjɑ�r1 kεn�ε�l1 j/� as PSS, differing in stricture. r/l 

as PSS, differing in manner of 

articulation 

97. good 

6�� 
ɑkwo�ò1  ɑku�òg1 kɑmlɑ�ŋ2 labialization of k in Tundia, 

addition of word-final consonant in 

Afunj 

98. dry 

-��� ɑfúr1 ɑfúr1 kɑ�fúr1 additional word-initial k consonant 

in Mandal 

99. wet 

��� kwɑ�ε�dú1 ko�ε�dú1 kwɑ��ʊrt1 non-labialized k in Afunj, d/t as PSS 

differing in voicing, additional 

consonant r  word-medially in Mandal  
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English Gloss Arabic Gloss Ama -Tundia Ama - Afunj Ama - Mandal Comments 

100. name 

'�� ɑŋjɑ�r1 kiɾɑ�ŋ2 ɑŋ��s3  

101. you (plural) 

3�� �i1 �i1 �31  

102. he 

7 îŋ jí ___________  

103. they 

'7 ɑnî ɑní ____________  

104. how? 

8-�� ŋɑdɑ�1 ŋɑdɑ�1 ε�ní2  

105. when? 

8��3� ɑŋódú1 ɑŋúdú1  �ngúdu1 nasal followed by voiced plosive in 

Mandal, as in 192. 

106. where? 

8�� wʊn1 won1 wʊ�ndô1 - dô in the Mandal may represent a 

separate morpheme; considered as 

cognate since it shares same root 

with other varieties. 

107. here 

��7 ɑndô1 ɑ�nó1 ��ndol1 missing voiced plosive following 

nasal in Afunj; addition of extra 

word-final consonant (l) in Mandal. 

108. there 

���7 dol1 dol1 d7l1  
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English Gloss Arabic Gloss Ama -Tundia Ama - Afunj Ama - Mandal Comments 

109. other 

1��3 ɑ�ʃíŋ1 ɑ�ʃíŋ1 ɑ�síŋ1  

110. three 

9�:� ɑsɑ�1 ɑsɑ�1 ɑsɑ�1  

111. four 

 9+��� kʊ�du1 kʊ�du1 kʊ�du1  

112. five 

9��5 
mol1 mol1 mol1  

113. few 

9�� 
t�m��l tɑm��l / �o swɑ�ŋ  

114. sky 

;��� 
ɑr�è / toŋ ɑɾ�e / toŋ tôŋ  

115. day 

'� ŋólí1 ŋólí1 ŋúl1 Mandal lacks word-final one-vowel 

syllable  

116. wind 

� 
mó1 mó1 mo1  

117. lake 

��&� 
werdi1 wɑ�rdí1 twɑ�rɑ�2  

118. river 

�<� / ��� irŋɑ�l �riŋɑ�l _________  

119. rain 
repeated word repeated word repeated word repeated word  
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English Gloss Arabic Gloss Ama -Tundia Ama - Afunj Ama - Mandal Comments 

120. wash (v. imp.) 

��/ tíg�le1 t�g�lì1 t�g�lè1  

121. worm 



 ɑmì1 ɑmì1 ɑmbè1 sound correspondence as in 33 and 

35 (nasal followed by voiced plosive 

stop in Mandal) 

122. animal 

���� 
kíe1 kíe1 mɑl2  

123. back 

�<( 
éɾéŋ1 éɾéŋ1 i.éŋ1 ɾ/. as PSS, differing at point of 

articulation 

124. arm 

0��
 kɑmùdù1 kɑmudù1 wʊd2  

125. wing 

=��� 
kɑmùdù1 kɑmudù1 kɑmùnd1 prenasalization before voiced 

plosive stop and loss of word-final 

one-vowel syllable in Mandal 

126. lip 

9&� 
ŋɑ�l1 ŋɑl1 ŋɑl1  

127. fur 

���� �+� 
�é1 bɑ�ɾú�e1 jé1 In Afunj, bɑ�ɾú- may represent a 

separate morpheme; considered as 

cognate since it shares same root 

with Tundia. �/j are PSS, differing 

in manner of articulation, as in 39. 

128. navel 

>� 
kʊ�ɾí1 kúɾí1 kʊ�rí1 ɾ/r as PSS, differing in manner of 

articulation 
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English Gloss Arabic Gloss Ama -Tundia Ama - Afunj Ama - Mandal Comments 

129. guts 

����� tuní1 ɑ�ŋ��ʃí2 ɑŋɑs2 ʃ/s as PSS, differing at point of 

articulation, loss of word-final one-

vowel syllable in Mandal 

130. milk 

��� elo1 élo1 ilo1  

131. fruit 

?��. túmiŋ túmiŋ ____________  

132. flower 

�7# / 
� kór1 kór1 kógór1 elision of g word-medially in 

Tundia and Afunj (as in 14, 80, and 

200). 

133. with 

2� nigòŋ1 nigòŋ1 niŋè2  

134. in 

 �5�
1. /  nìgɑù ��lík ɑkɑilík  

135. at 

.1  
nìgɑù1 né2 ɑ�nú�ì3  

136. if 

� �ndɑ� jɑ� _______  

137. mother 

'� ɑ�tɑ� / �í�ɑ� �íŋɑ� / ɑ�tɑ� ùŋunɑ  

138. husband 

@# sólé1 ɑnɑʃε�l2 kwé3  
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English Gloss Arabic Gloss Ama -Tundia Ama - Afunj Ama - Mandal Comments 

139. wife 

9�# kér1 kér1 kε�l1 r/l as PSS, differing in manner of 

articulation 

140. salt 

6!� kud��li1 kud��le1 kud��li1  

141. child 

�&� 
�εkɑ�diŋ1 ŋékɑdíŋ1 �ékɑdíŋ1  

142. dark 

':( 
dífú1 dífú1 létɑbíε2  

143. cut (v. imp.) 

2�"� kirê1 kirè1 kerò1  

144. wide 

2�� diɑ�1 diɑ�1 diɑ�1  

145. narrow 

%�( 
kɑ�díŋ1 kɑ�díŋ1 kɑ�díŋ1  

146. far 


�+� sɑù1 sɑ�u1 sɑù1  

147. near 

 ��" ɑrɑ�n1 ɑrɑ�ŋ1 ɑrʃɑ�n1  

148. thick 

*�!/ 
diɑ�1 diɑ�1 diɑ1  
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English Gloss Arabic Gloss Ama -Tundia Ama - Afunj Ama - Mandal Comments 

149. short 

���" ʃe.ì1 ʃe.è1 ʃε.ì1  

150. heavy 

��A3 kòdu1 kodú1 kɑ�òd2  

151. dull 

���� �� dʊ�gɾʊ�mɑ1 dúɾú2 ílɑhɑ�wɑ�3  

152. sharp 

���� 
ɑ�j�lè1 ɑtε�l2 kɑílɑ�m3  

153. dirty 

�5� kwɑʃír1 kwɑʃír1 kwɑsír1 ʃ/s as PSS, differing at point of 

articulation 

154. bad 

 +� dusodo1 kúsʊ�ɾó2 kwetu3  

155. rotten 

�&) 
dʊsó / ɑŋúsɑ�í ɑŋúsɑ�i kɑúsáí  

156. smooth 

')�� ɑtùfù1 ɑb�lì2 kɑkolù3  

157. straight 

4�"
 tɑtɑ�r1 tɑtɑ�r1 forfor2  

158. correct 

=�� 
dɑ�súl1 kɑ�súl2 kʊ�súlu2 additional word-final one-vowel 

syllable in Mandal 
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159. left 

���� 
k��sɑ�ŋ1 késɑ�ŋ1 kisɑ�ŋ1  

160. right 

���� tε�díméɾ1 tε�dímɑ�r1 t��mbér2  

161. old 

#�) 
gwʊ.è1 gwo.è1 gʊlè1  

162. rub (v. imp.) 

6��� tifijê1 bʊ�è2 t�biε�1 f/b as PSS, differing in stricture 

and voicing 

163. pull (v. imp.) 


� 
iɾè1 irè1 írʃè1 additional consonant word-medially 

in Mandal 

164. push (v. imp.)  

#� tɑbɑʃjê1 tɑbɑʃê1 tɑ�bɑtè1 palatalization in Tundia, ʃ/t are 

PSS, differing in stricture and at 

point of articulation 

165. throw (v. imp.) 

1��� bí�εk1 bí��k1 b��ì1 lack of word-final consonant in 

Mandal 

166. hit (v. imp.) 

 �(� / %
 nî modε�k / ní modε�ki  

167. split (v. imp.) 

���� kɑ�duŋ kɑdûŋ d��mɾî  

168. pierce (v. imp.) 


" dúlî1 dw��li1 dúlí1 labialization of d in Afunj, d 
followed by rounded vowel in other 

varieties 
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169. dig (v. imp.)  

��&�  
tiwè1 tiwè1 tiwò1  

170. tie (v. imp.) 

���� mòdɑì1 mòdɑì1 mundɑ�1 prenasalization before voiced 

plosive stop in Mandal, loss of 

word-final one-vowel syllable in 

Mandal 

171. sewing (noun) 

��5 
ɑ�bɑŋ1 ɑ�bɑ�ŋ1 ɑ�bɑ�n1 PSS differing at point of articulation 

172. fall (v. imp.) 

2"� nifε�k1 kɑ�nufu2 n�mbè3  

173. swelled (3-masc-

past) '�� ɑwɑ�dɑ�r1 ɑwɑ�dɑ�r1 kɑwdɑ�r1  

174. think (v. imp.) 

��. ɑsɑ�k1 ɑ�sɑ�k1 f�k�rε�nte2  

175. sing (v. imp.) 

1�/ 
tiŋɑ�dè1 kɑkɑ�n2 tεgɑndù1 ŋ/g as PSS, differing in 

nasalization, prenasalization of d in 

Mandal 

176. smell (v. imp.) 

'� 
twí�î1 twíŋi1 tw��n1 �/ŋ/n as PSS, differing at point of 

articulation, loss of word-final one-

vowel syllable in Mandal 

177. vomited  (3-masc-

past) $�� fóɾód#�1 fórdó1 kɑtɑmbùrò2 ɾ/r as PSS, differing in manner of 

articulation 
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178. suck (v. imp.) 

B� tímíʃe1 t��m��ʃε�1 t��msè1 PSS, differing at point of 

articulation 

179. blow (v. imp.) 

C&�� hùʃe1 fùʃe2 múlgè2  

180. feared (3-masc-

past) -�5 tɑŋɑ�dɑ / 
léturɑ� 

turɑ� kétɑrɑ�k  

181. squeeze (v. 

imp.)  / 4" ��)�

��(� 

ʃiɾ��g1 ʃiɾig1 wɑle2  

182. hold (v. imp.) 

���� tî1 tî1 tî1  

183. ripe 

 / *��

D(�� 

ɑtí1 ɑtí1 kɑ�tíɑ�1 kɑ- is likely the separate morpheme 

indicating completed action 

(perfect), as reported in Stevenson, 

1938. (also in 63, 64, 66), since this 

word may be a verbal form and not a 

pure adjective. Extra syllable word-

final in Mandal that is just a vowel. 

184. dust 

���/ 
wʊɾɑ�ŋ1 uɾɑ�ŋ1 wʊ�r1 -ɑ�ŋ lacking in Mandal, as in 73, but 

root appears same as other varieties. 

Loss of word-initial w in Afunj, as 

in 40. 
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185. alive 

1� komúr1 komór1 kʊ�ngʊr2  

186. rope 

��� 
kúʃe1  kúʃe1 kúsè1 ʃ/s as PSS, differing at point of 

articulation 

187. year 

9�� 
wor1 wor1 wôr1  

188. breathe (v. imp.) 

,&�3 ŋósódɑ1 ŋósódɑ1 toŋsò2  

189. count (v. imp.) 

 ��� ɑ�mɑ�g��dí1 ɑ�mε�g��dí1 ímɑ�ŋ��dí1 g/ŋ as PSS, differing in manner of 

articulation 

190. fight (v. imp.) 

���3� asʊ�ɾɑdɑ ɑ�mudu / 
ɑsʊ�ɾɑdɑ 

kɑiʃúgúlé  

191. hunt (v. imp.) 


�� 
defí1 defí1 def1 lack of word-final one-vowel 

syllable in Mandal 

192. laugh (v. imp.) 

��(� ŋ�lì1 ŋ�li1 tingεlè1 additional ti- considered as a prefix 

in Mandal (possible morpheme?) 

since appears to have same root; 

nasal followed by voiced plosive in 

Mandal, as in 105 

193. lived (3-masc-past) 

$��) 
dwe� dwen kɑ�ɾíŋ / kòmor  
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194. scratch (v. imp.) 

E�	� kéwódɑ� kewɑ�g tʊwê  

195. spit (v. imp.) 

-3 m��l�bi�εk1 m��lìbi�ε�k1 bi�è1 considered Mandal as cognate with 

others since appears to have same 

root, minus word-final k 

196. stick 


) 
tómɑ�1 tómɑ�1 túmɑ�1  

197. wood 

 �5 
tómɑ�1 tómɑ�1 túmɑ�1  

198. elephant 

��. ir1 ir1 kulugɑ�2  

199. lion 


�� g��fε1 gífε1 kugɑ�rmè2  

200. chicken 


�
� kwor1 kwɑr1 kogôr1 k not labialized in Mandal; elision of 

g word-medially in Tundia and 

Afunj (as in 14, 80, 132). 
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Gloss 

Karko Wali Comments 

1. I ��� íjɑ�1 i2  

2. you (masc. 

sg.) ���� jɑ1 ɑ2  

3. we ��� ɑ+1 ʊ+ʔ2  

4. this 	
 ɑ�j��knɑ�hɑ�r1 ŋu2  

5. that ��
 wɑ�ɾè1 ɑ�ŋú2  

6. who �� ��dìɑ�n1 diεndɑ�1 extra syllable word initial in Karko, extra syllable 

word final in Wali but root is the same; Wali has 

[dɑ�] as extra syllable, as in 16. 

7. what �� 
��knɑ�hur / 

nɑ�i 
dɑ�ni  

8. no � 
t#�h#m�n1 ónómonom�ní2  

9. all �� túmʃer1 kundù2  
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10. many ���� ��ŋm�nεʔ1 ʃɑ�mo2  

11. one 
�� biε�ʔ1 bêɾɑ�ɾɑ�2  

12. two ����� ɑrè1 erè1  

13. big ���� útè1 kwɑtɑ�2  

14. long ��� 
dʊ�ε�1 dwí2  

15. small ���� 
mɑ�ndè1 bɑ�ndò1 PSS – differ only in nasalization [nasalization in 

Karko but not in Wali (like 36)?] 

16. woman 	�	� il�1 ��ldɑ�1 extra syllable word final in Wali but root is the 

same; Wali has [dɑ�] as extra syllable, as in 6. 

17. man ��� kw#tè1 kwortò1 # / Vr correspondence (as in 30)  where V is a 

rounded vowel? 

18. father �� / 
�� fɑ�gè1 bɑ2  

19. fish ��� 
fútè kʊl  
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20. snake  ��
 kuŋè1 kúŋó1  

21. bird ��� 
kùbùrɑn1 kûndɑ�2  

22. dog  !� bôl1 bʊl1  

23. louse ��" itè1 ítétu1 In some cases, two forms differ only by one or two 

extra syllables of unknown origin, but the root is 

clearly the same. 

24. tree ��� 
kutε�ʔ1 fʊ�r2  

25. seed �#� fɑ�ní1 tón�ó2  

26. grass $" �ɑ�r1 bʊ�ndʊ2  

27. leaf %&� 
ɑ�l1 fʊ�rnɑ�ídó2  

28. root �#� 
ítìr1 írʃudu2  

29. bark %� 
hô� fúrmú  
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30. skin 
!� 
d#�1 dʊ�r1 # / Vr correspondence (as in 17) where V is a 

rounded vowel? 

31. meat '�� kwɑ�ε�ʔ1 kwè2  

32. blood '
 úg#�1 or2  

33. bone '() 
kwiε�də�1 kw3tù1 d/t  PSS – differ only in voicing 

34. grease '�� 
dugùd1 kwεrtù2  

35. egg *�� kwêt1 kwiltù2  

36. horn ��" nutù1 dútú1 nasalization in Karko but not in Wali (like 15)? 

37. tail  �
 eìb1 íó2  

38. feather $�� túɾè1 t3ltù2  

39. hair �+� 
tiε�l1 t3:lè1  
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40. head ,� or1 or1  

41. ear �
� úʃì1 úlgu2  

42. eye ��) 
kɑtè1 kɑ�tɑl1 the two forms differ by addition of extra consonant 

word-finally in Wali, but the root is clearly the 

same. 

43. nose -�� i�è1 ���úŋó1 In some cases, two forms differ only by one or two 

extra syllables of unknown origin, but the root is 

clearly the same. 

44. mouth '. ógʊ�lè1 ul2  

45. teeth ����� �ilè1 ���lì1  

46. tongue ���� �ɑɾε�1 dʊr2  

47. claw ��#/ 
ʃúkúlé1 ʃùε�2  

48. foot 0�� kúgòd1 ko::::to2  
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Gloss 
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49. knee  �� kútè1 kútù1  

50. hand 
� ʊʃə�1 ��ʃi1  

51. belly ��� tε�tə�1 t#2  

52. neck  "� dôlε�1 dól1  

53. breast(s) ��� 
urdè1 úldú1 Consider as cognates, since r and l are PSS, 

differing only in manner of articulation.  

54. heart  !" ɑ�lə�1 εldɑ�2  

55. liver 
�� ʃíg��d@ε�1 fíɑ�ʔ2  

56. drink (v. imp.)  ��� dì1 d31  

57. eat (v. imp.) ��� kɑ�mer1 kɑ�iɾi2  

58. bite (v. imp.) 1(� ɑ�� ɑ�í  
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Karko Wali Comments 

59. see (v. imp.) -� 
g��l1 g��l��ʔ1 In some cases, two forms differ only by one or two 

extra syllables of unknown origin, but the root is 

clearly the same. Here, the extra syllable is Vʔ, as 

in 77. 

60. hear (v. imp.) 2��� kier1 kerî2  

61. know (v. imp.) -�)� �ir1 �rí2  

62. sleep (v. imp.) '� �êm�ɑ�1 �εrí2  

63. died  (3-masc-

past) ��� t��min�ɑ�1 tí�úɑ2  

64. kill (v. imp.) �3"� fúrɑ�ngɑ�1 fʊrí1 In some cases, two forms differ only by one or two 

extra syllables of unknown origin, but the root is 

clearly the same. 

65. swim (v. imp.) ') 
urùm�ɑ�1 εlkí2  

66. fly (v. imp.) ��� 
t��bùm�ɑ�1 tεr�uɑ2  

67. go (v. imp.) $�� orɑ�m�ɑ�1 ìʃɑ2  
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68. come (v. imp.) ��+3 tɑm�ɑ�1 tε�rí2  

69. sit (v. imp.) 
+"� ɑ�k1 ɑkí1 Considering cases where one form has an extra syllable 

that is just a vowel, usually word-final, as cognates. 

70. stand (v. imp.) '" dì1 dí1  

71. give (v. imp.) 4
� atì tí  

72. say (v. imp.) �" ��knɑ�hɑr fí  

73. sun ,�� 
���1 íò2  

74. moon ��" omʊ�d1 umtù2  

75. star '�� ʊndə�1 óndɑ�1  

76. water 4� ʊ�tʊ�1 ��tì2  

77. rain ��� ɑ�r1 ɑ�rε�ʔ1 In some cases, two forms differ only by one or two 

extra syllables of unknown origin, but the root is clearly 

the same. Here, the extra syllable is Vʔ, as in 59. 
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78. stone �5� 
kokòndè1 kʊ�gʊndù1 intervocalic voicing in Wali 

79. sand ��� ʃwîd1 ʃutè2  

80. earth  ��3 w��nd1 u:ndu�2  

81. cloud  ��� 
dwúìd1 dwínî2  

82. smoke ���
 kwìεnd1 kwiε�ndù1 considering cases where one form has an extra 

syllable that is just a vowel, usually word-final, as 

cognates. 

83. fire ��� úk#�1 úgù1 intervocalic voicing in Wali 

84. ash 
��� om��t1 túŋùnɑ�dù2  

85. burn (v. imp.)  %��� úrɑngɑ�1 ómí2  

86. path ��� k#k1 ongol2  

87. mountain ��� 
kúrù1 kùldu2  
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88. red ���� kε�lè1 kε�lì1  

89. yellow �&�� tɑ��ìʔ1 bɑrɑ2  

90. white *��� ʊrʊ�1 ʊ�rí1  

91. black 
�� úrù1 urì1  

92. night ��� kwɑ�lnò1 kwɑl1 extra syllable word-final but with clearly the same 

root (possible morpheme?) 

93. hot �� �5� /  
î�wù1 òŋwɑ2  

94. cold ��
�  
úgε�1 órko2  

95. thin -�+( 
kùdùɾìn�ɑ�1 �ó�o2  

96. new 
�
� 
eʔ1 ír2  

97. good 6�� 
kwɑ��ìko1 kɑ�twɑ�2  
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98. dry -��� ʃu�ε�1 ʃwɑntù2  

99. wet ��� ʊ�tè1 ʊ�tì1  

100. name '�� ɑ�:kwò1
 �r2  

101. you (plural) 3�� túmʃεr1 A2  

102. he 7 bîrɑ� tuŋù  

103. they '7 tîr t��ní  

104. how? 8-�� �knɑ�hɑ�r1 j��kí2  

105. when? 8��3� kɑ�è1 �ndʊ�wé2  

106. where? 8�� górɑn1 ⁿdɑ2  

107. here ��7 g#1 ínge2  
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108. there ���7 w#ŋ1 ɑ�ngeʔ2  

109. other 1��3 otεn1 érlè2  

110. three 9�:� tε����ʔ1 tújù2  

111. four 9+��� kíε�n�ìʔ1 k��n�ò1  

112. five 9��5 
tiʃìε�ʔ1 títʃó1  

113. few 9�� 
mɑ+:ndε�ʔ bɑ+�ì  

114. sky ;��� 
ɑ�r ɑrì  

115. day '� ólò1 kwɑ�lbê2  

116. wind � 
�ʃ1 ɑ�rʃú2  

117. lake ��&� 
kô:l1 bɑ�t��l2  
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118. river �<� / ��� ʃ@ɑ�ε� irù  

119. rain repeated 

word 

repeated word repeated word  

120. wash (v. imp.) ��/ ʃubùr1 êri2  

121. worm 

 big��t1 birtù2  

122. animal ���� 
ʃiɑn�ɑ�1 ʃítɑ�njɑ�2  

123. back �<( 
mí:nó1 bú2  

124. arm 0��
 hòŋ1 útú2  

125. wing =��� 
óbɑ�t��l1 ɑ+tù2  

126. lip 9&� 
ógòl1 ulùndə�r2  

127. fur ���� �+� 
tîl1 tindìlè2  
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128. navel >� 
kundù1 kʊndù1  

129. guts ����� tù�ɑ�1 tùni1 � / n as PSS, differing only in manner of 

articulation 

130. milk ��� î�1 î1 extra consonant (�) word-finally in Karko, as in 

169. 

131. fruit ?��. kwe��n fírí�ù�ɑ  

132. flower  / �

�7# 

omond1 úmdú2  

133. with 2� búkuɾ1 ɑ�ŋo2  

134. in  �5�
1. /  ʃ@i / ɑlɑktɑɾ ɑ�ge  

135. at 1. ʃuwɑ1 íʃwɑri1 In some cases, two forms differ only by one or two 

extra syllables of unknown origin, but the root is 

clearly the same. 

136. if � ��kεʔ í  
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137. mother '� ɑ�nen ê  

138. husband @# okì�1 ɑ�ijuɑ2  

139. wife 9�# ��lε�ʔ1 �ldɑ1 extra syllable word-final, possible morpheme? 

(especially since may be same word as 16?) 

140. salt 6!� wíɑ�d1 �rtù2  

141. child �&� 
tùnmɑ�n1 tʊ�ndʊ2  

142. dark ':( 
kwɑ�:nò1 ɑurì2  

143. cut (v. imp.) 2�"� dwɑtèr1 dótóɾi2  

144. wide 2�� fɑ��ε�ʔ1 fɑì2  

145. narrow %�( 
tòrtondè1 tórtoto2  

146. far 
�+� tú:tùwè1 tèr2  
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147. near  ��" ulè1 urdʊ�ə2  

148. thick *�!/ 
ŋúŋe1 dìgírúə�2  

149. short ���" ʃeɾɑndè1 ʃerε�ʔ1 In some cases, two forms differ only by one or two 

extra syllables of unknown origin, but the root is 

clearly the same. 

150. heavy ��A3 tíldè1 túlùə�2  

151. dull ���� �� bikèr1 ��likòm2  

152. sharp ���� 
kɑ�mì1 ��likwô2  

153. dirty �5� ʃíɾè1 ʃiɾìɑ�1 considering cases where one form has an extra 

syllable that is just a vowel, usually word-final, as 

cognates. 

154. bad  +� bíldè1 bʊldùwɑ�1 In some cases, two forms differ by one or two extra 

syllables of unknown origin, but the root is clearly 

the same. 

155. rotten �&) 
í�è iʊwɑ  
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156. smooth ')�� do:ldè1 dòdòtɑ�2  

157. straight 4�"
 tètè1 ʃɑ�ɾʃɑ�ɾkɑ�2  

158. correct =�� 
u�ɑ�nè1 ɑ�lì2  

159. left ���� 
�uŋ��lè1 �úngùl1 nasalization of plosive in Karko word-initially 

(like 15 and 36), ŋ / ng as PSS, extra syllable 

consisting of one vowel word-finally in Karko 

160. right ���� wìε�ndè1 wʊ�í2  

161. old #�) 
t-oɾè1 dwɑrɑ�1 voicing of word-initial consonant in Wali, ɾ / r as 

PSS 

162. rub (v. imp.) 6��� fít1 fú�í2  

163. pull (v. imp.) 
� 
ʃúd1 ʃúltí2  

164. push (v. imp.)  #� bɑ�g1 bɑí2  

165. throw (v. imp.) 1��� bʊr1 bɑ�rí2  
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Karko Wali Comments 

166. hit (v. imp.)  / %


 �(� 

bʊ�d bùtí  

167. split (v. imp.) ���� ŋɑ�ŋor / útè gwíri  

168. pierce (v. 

imp.) 
" hútèr1 ʃérí2  

169. dig (v. imp.)  �&�� kwɑ�1 kwé1 extra consonant (�) word-finally in Karko, as in 

130 

170. tie (v. imp.) ���� t��ger1 bεtεɾí2  

171. sewing (noun) ��5 
ók1 dwi2  

172. fall (v. imp.) 2"� t@iŋèr1 tíngíré1 palatalization of consonant word-initially in Karko, 

ŋ / ng as PSS, extra syllable consisting of only 

one vowel word-finally in Wali 

173. swelled  (3-

masc-past) '�� diεn�ɑ�1 déɑto2  

174. think (v. imp.) ��. ʃiɑ�gεnm�n�k1 irí2  
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175. sing (v. imp.) 1�/ 
wɑ�r�g1 wɑ�ri1 the two forms differ by addition of extra consonant 

word-finally in Karko, but the root is clearly the 

same. 

176. smell (v. imp.) '� 
ʃ@îŋ1 íʃúɾi2  

177. vomited  (3-

masc-past) $�� ʃ�g��ʃ1 ʃɑldi2  

178. suck (v. imp.) B� ʃôngɑ�1 ʃókí2  

179. blow (v. imp.) C&�� ʃílèr1 uwì2  

180. feared (3-masc-

past) -�5 ʃ��lɑk ʃε�lkúfi  

181. squeeze (v. 

imp.)  ��)�

 / 4"

��(� 

dítɑn1 gɑ�í2  

182. hold (v. imp.) ���� óŋór1 ��ɾi2  
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English Gloss Arabic 

Gloss 

Karko Wali Comments 

183. ripe  / *��

D(�� 

kɑ�:n�ɑ�1 kɑ�ʃnuɑ2  

184. dust ���/ 
ε�ʃ1 oro2  

185. alive 1� 
ɑ��è1 wu�ìə�2  

186. rope ��� 
ùr1 ��ri2  

187. year 9�� 
ʃô1 ɑrɑbè2  

188. breathe (v. 

imp.) ,&�3 �εt1 dê:tò2  

189. count (v. imp.)  ��� kug1 kw32  

190. fight (v. imp.) ���3� bε�lε�ʔ fíkwɑ�lde  

191. hunt (v. imp.) 
�� 
òŋ1 kwè��n�e2  
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English Gloss Arabic 

Gloss 

Karko Wali Comments 

192. laugh (v. imp.) ��(� diə�t1 dìti2  

193. lived (3-masc-

past) $��) 
ʃwɑ� ʃuwɑ  

194. scratch (v. 

imp.) E�	� kwɑ�gɑ�rε� kwɑgɑre  ?  

195. spit (v. imp.) -3 bur1 ���ld��bɑ�ɾi2  

196. stick 
) 
h#�1 fʊr2  

197. wood  �5 
h#�1 fʊr2  

198. elephant ��. úŋ��l1 tw�l2  

199. lion 
�� bʊ�gìl1 ʃɑ�lkwɑ2  

200. chicken 
�
� kòk1 kòko1 Considering cases where one form has an extra 

syllable that is just a vowel, usually word-final, as 

cognates. 
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Appendix B: Words Excluded from Cognate Analysis 

Number in 

Wordlist 

English Gloss Reason for Exclusion from Cognate Analysis 

7. ‘what’ two forms obtained in Karko 

19. ‘fish’ no forms obtained in Afunj and Mandal 

29. ‘bark’ two forms obtained in Tundia 

58. ‘bite’ two forms obtained in Afunj 

71. ‘give’ two forms obtained in Tundia and Afunj 

72. ‘say’ researcher erased original word elicited on Wali wordlist and then 

was uncertain of it 

102. ‘he’ no form obtained in Mandal 

103. ‘they’ no form obtained in Mandal 

113. ‘few’ two forms obtained in Afunj 

114. ‘sky’ two forms obtained in Tundia and Afunj 

118. ‘river’ no form obtained in Mandal 

119. ‘rain’ same gloss appears earlier in the wordlist 

131. ‘fruit’ no form obtained in Mandal 

134. ‘in’ two forms obtained in Karko 

136. ‘if’ no form obtained in Mandal 

137. ‘mother’ two forms obtained in Tundia and Afunj 

155. ‘rotten’ two forms obtained in Tundia 

166. ‘hit’ two forms obtained in Afunj 

167. ‘split’ two forms obtained in Karko 

180. ‘feared’ two forms obtained in Tundia 

190. ‘fight’ two forms obtained in Afunj 

193. ‘lived’ two forms obtained in Mandal 

194. ‘scratch’ researcher thought this may have accidentally been changed on the 

Wali wordlist and was unable to determine based on recording 
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Appendix C:  Sound Correspondences in Probable Cognate Words 

Correspondences Betweeen Tundia, Afunj, and Mandal    

Tundia Afunj Mandal Attestation Comments 

� � j 127, 39 PSS, differing in stricture 

j j � 96 PSS, differing in stricture 

f ? b 162 PSS, differing in stricture and voicing 

f f b 91 PSS, differing in stricture and voicing 

d d t 99 PSS, differing in voicing 

dU dw dU 168 labialization in Afunj, U is rounded vowel in   

other varieties 

d d nd 43, 87, 125, 170 prenasalization before voiced plosive stop in 

Mandal 

d ? nd 175 prenasalization before voiced plosive stop in 

Mandal 

b b mb 12 prenasalization before voiced plosive stop in 

Mandal 

m m mb 33, 35, 121 nasal followed by voiced plosive stop in Mandal

m m n 185 PSS, differing at point of articulation 

tw tw tU 92 rounded vowel in Mandal 

d d d- 69 labialization in Mandal 

k k k-/kw 9, 75 labialization in Mandal 

kw k ? 97 labialization in Tundia 

kw k k-/kw 38, 99 k not labialized in Afunj 

kw kw k 200 k not labialized in Mandal 

k- k k 94 labialization in Tundia 

k k / 165 lack of word-final consonant in Mandal 

/ / k 173 additional consonant word-initially in Mandal 

/ k ? 79 additional consonant word-finally in Afunj 

/ g ? 97 additional consonant word-finally in Afunj 

/ / g 14, 80, 132, 185,   

200 

additional consonant word-medially in Mandal 

g g ŋ 189 PSS differing in manner of articulation 

(nasalization in Mandal) 

gw gw g 161 labialization in Tundia and Afunj 
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Tundia Afunj Mandal Attestation Comments 

n ŋ n 147, 171 PSS differing at point of articulation 

ŋ ŋ ng 105, 192 nasal followed by voiced plosive in Mandal 

� ŋ ŋ 44 PSS, differing at point of articulation 

� ŋ n 176 PSS, differing at point of articulation 

ŋ ŋ n 3, 76, 82 PSS, differing at point of articulation 

ŋ ? g 175 PSS, differing in nasalization 

nd n nd 107 nasal followed by voiced plosive in Tundia and in 

Mandal 

ʃ ʃ s 47, 51, 53, 75, 82,  

94, 153, 178, 186 

PSS, differing at point of articulation 

? ʃ s 129 PSS, differing at point of articulation 

ʃj ʃ t 164 palatalization in Tundia, ʃ/t are PSS, differing   

in stricture and at point of articulation 

/ / ʃ 147, 163 additional consonant word-medially in Mandal 

ɾ ɾ r 48, 68, 128 PSS, differing in manner of articulation 

ɾ r l 40 PSS, differing in manner of articulation 

ɾ . r 14 PSS, differing at point of articulation 

ɾ ɾ . 123 PSS, differing at point of articulation 

. . l 161 PSS, differing in manner and at point of 

articulation 

r ɾ ? 89 PSS, differing in manner of articulation 

ɾ r ? 177 PSS, differing in manner of articulation 

r r l 96, 139 PSS, differing in manner of articulation 

w / w 40, 184 lack of word-initial consonant in Afunj 

/ / r 99 additional consonant word-medially in Mandal 

/ / l 107 additional consonant word-finally in Mandal 

/ / k 98 additional consonant word-initially in Mandal 

� / / 4 additional consonant word-finally in Tundia 

Additional Notes: 

• Words in which Mandal lacks word-final syllable consisting only of a vowel in 

the other two varieties: 1, 3, 14, 26, 36, 38, 40, 43, 47, 51, 62, 70, 82, 115, 125, 

129, 170, 176, 190 

• -ɑ�ŋ may be additional morpheme, lacking in Mandal, as in 73 and 184 
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Correspondences Betweeen Karko and Wali 

Karko Wali Attestation Comments 

g g 59  

k g 78, 83 intervocallically voiced in Wali 

k k 20, 42, 49, 78, 87, 88, 111, 

128, 129 

 

kw kw 33, 82, 92, 169  

b b 22, 154, 165  

nd nd 15, 78, 82, 128  

m b 15 nasalization of the plosive in Karko but not in          

Wali (as in 36 and 159) 

n d 36 nasalization of the plosive in Karko but not in      

Wali (as in 15 and 159) 

� � 159 nasalization of plosive in Karko (as in 15 and 36) 

� � 43  

ŋ ŋ 20  

� n 129  

ŋ ng 159, 172  

d t 33  

d d 6, 52, 53, 56, 70, 192  

nd nd 75  

t t 23, 36, 39, 42, 49, 76, 99, 

110, 112, 192 

 

t- dw 161  

t@ t 172  

ʃ ʃ 50, 149, 153  

ʃ tʃ 112 word medially 

n� n� 111  

� / 130, 169  

� � 45  

r r 12, 40, 77, 90, 91, 165,     186 

r l 53  

ɾ ɾ 153  

ɾ r 149, 161  
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Karko Wali Attestation Comments 

# Vr 17, 30  V is a rounded vowel 

l l 39, 45, 52, 59, 88, 92  

ld ld 154  

Additional note: -dɑ� (in 6, 16, and possibly 139) may be an extra syllable, word-

final, possibly a morpheme? (but they are different classes of words, 16 and 139 are 

nouns and 6 is a question word) 
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Appendix D: Local Church Leader Interview Questionnaire 

Socio-linguistic Survey Questionnaire:  Local Church Leader Interview 

(To be filled out for priests, pastors, evangelists, catechists, or other church leaders in any denomination) 

1.  Interviewer: ____________  Date: __________  Location: ______________ 

Interviewee information  

2.  Name: ________________  Mother tongue: ___________   Age: _______  

3.  Denomination: _________  Position in the church or diocese: ___________ 

4.  Mobile: _________________ Address: _________________________________________ 

5.  Which languages are presently spoken in your area of __________ (write name of area)?  How 

many speakers are there of each language in this area?  How many (some/most) of the speakers of 

each language are Christian? Muslim? Following traditional religion?   

Information for all churches of your denomination in your area 

6.  How many congregations of your denomination are there in the area?  

7.   Where is each congregation located (give town or village name)?  When was each congregation 

started?  How many pastors (or priests), evangelists (or catechists), and members are in each 

congregation? 

8.  What church district/diocese do these congregations belong to?  

9.  Which language groups are represented by the members of your denomination in this area?   

10.  Which of these languages are used in sermons?  

11.  In which languages are Scripture portions available? 

12.  For the languages that have Scripture portions, from which are the portions read in church?   

Information for the church in which you hold a position 

13.  In which village or town is your church located?   

14.  When was your church founded in this village?  

15.  What are your responsibilities in this church?  

16.  How long is your term of service in this church? 

17.  How many pastors (or priests) are there in your church in your village? ____ How many 

evangelists (or catechists)?  ___________ How many members? ____ 

18.  Is your church able to do evangelism at this time? _______ How are you evangelising?  

19.  What is your most effective tool for evangelism? _______________________________ 

20.  Do you ever go and tell people about God by telling Bible stories? 

21.  What languages do the people speak in your village? ___________________________ 

22.  How many people live in your village? _________ How many are Christians?______ 

How many are Muslims? ______ How many follow traditional religion? _______ 

23.  Are there Muslims who perform traditional sacrifices? 
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24.  Are there Christians who perform traditional sacrifices?  

25.  Which language groups are represented by the members of your church congregation?  How 

many people from each language group are members of your church?   

26.  Which of the above languages are used in sermons?  

27.  Which of the languages are used in the congregational singing?  

28.  Which of the languages are used for announcements?  

29.  Which of the languages are used in youth meetings?  

30.  Which of the languages are used in Bible studies?  

31.  How well do the members of your congregation understand the Arabic Bible?  

32.  Are there members of your congregation who do not completely understand when only  

Arabic is used?  

33.  Do all members of your congregation understand deep Biblical matters in Arabic?  

34.  If Scripture portions were available in more languages represented in your congregation,  

would the people of those languages use them?  

35.  Does the use of local languages have a benefit in the church?  If  so, how?  

36.  Is the use of local languages helping people to mature in their faith or is it dividing  

people?  

37.  Are you currently supporting the translation of Scripture into local languages? If so how? 

38.  Are you willing to support the translation of Scripture into local languages?  If so how?  

39.  What other denominations are represented in your area?  

40.  In which towns or villages of the area are there no churches of any denomination? 

41.  In which villages of the area have the people never heard the gospel?  

Other comments:  
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Appendix E: Village Leader Interview Questionnaire 

Socio-linguistic Survey Questionnaire:  Village Leader Interview 

(To be filled out for chiefs or other village leaders such as teachers, pastors, priests) 

1.  Interviewer: ___________________ Date:___________ Location: ____________ 

Interviewee information 

2.  Name: ______________________ Mother tongue: _____________  Age: _____  

3.  Position: _______________________ Number of years in the position: ________ 

4.  Number of years lived in the village: _________ Tribal affiliation: __________________ 

5.  Mobile: _________________ Address: _________________________________________ 

6.  How many people live in your village?  How many are in each age group? 

 Total:   

 ages 0-24: 

 ages 25-44:  

 ages 45 and older:  

7.  What languages do the people speak in your village? 

8.  What are the names of the neighbouring villages?  How many people live in each village?  What 

language do the people speak in each village?   

9.  For the languages listed in question 8, which languages do you (and others from your language) 

understand when you hear spoken?   

10.  For the languages listed in question 8, which language is the closest to your language, the next 

closest, etc? 

a.  closest language: _________________ b.  2nd closest language: ____________ 

c.  3rd closest language: ______________d. 4
th

  closest language: _____________ 

11.  How many people in your village... 

are Muslim? ______  

Christian? _________ 

follow traditional religion?  __________ 

12.  How many people in your village can read... 

in Arabic? ___________ 

in English?___________ 

in a local language?_____________ 

13.  What language do the younger children who have not entered school use when playing together?  

14.  What language do the school-aged children use when playing? _____________ 

15.  What language do the young people mostly speak? ________________ 

16.  What language do the women mostly speak? ___________________ 
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17.  What language do the men mostly speak? _________________ 

18.  What language do people mostly speak when they are working together? __________ 

19.  What language do people from this village mostly speak when they meet each other in the closest 

town or city? 

20.  Do the children of this village speak the (MT language) correctly, as it should be 

spoken?____________________________________________________________ 

21.  Do the young people of this village speak the (MT language) correctly, as it should be 

spoken?____________________________________________________________ 

22.  When the children of this village become adults and have children, what language do you think 

those children will speak? ___________________________________________________ 

23.  Is it important to continue speaking the (MT language)? Why?  

 

Additional Comments: 
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Appendix F: Teacher Interview Questionnaire 

Socio-linguistic Survey Questionnaire:  Teacher Interview 

(To be filled out for teachers or head masters of primary or secondary schools) 

 

Note:  For a primary school, answer questions 1-20, 23-31; For a secondary school, answer questions 

1-11, 21-31 

1.  Interviewer: ___________________ Date:___________ Location: ____________ 

Interviewee information for primary and secondary schools 

2.  Name: ______________________ Mother tongue: _____________  Age: _______  

3.  Position in the school: ___________________ Number of years in the position: ________ 

4.  Number of years lived in the village: _________  

5.  Mobile: _________________ Address: _________________________________________ 

6.  What is the language spoken in the village? ____________ 

7.  What is the level of education of this school (primary, secondary, etc.)? _____________ 

8.  When was the school founded? ______________ 

9.  How many students are enrolled in this school? ___________ 

10.  How many students are usually present in school each day? _______ 

11.  How many students attending are boys? ______  Girls? ______ 

Primary only 

12.  How many students attend... 

P 1 (Primary level 1)?  

P 2?  

P 3?  

P 4?   

P 5?  

P 6?  

P 7?  

P 8? 

13.  Of the students who start Primary 1, how many of these normally finish P 4 (circle)? 

 none,  a few,  many,    almost all, all  

14.  Of the students who start Primary 1, how many of these normally finish P 7 (circle)? 

 none,  a few,  many,    almost all, all  
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15.  How many students from this school went on to secondary school... 

in 2004?  

in 2005?  

in 2006?  

16.  Where are the secondary schools that students from this school will attend? 

17.  What language is the language of instruction for P1 and P2? _________ 

18.  At which levels is Arabic or English used as the language of instruction?  

19.  In general, when children enter the school, do they understand Arabic or English well?  

20.  At what level can most of the students understand Arabic or English well?  

Secondary only 

21.  How many students from this school went on to higher education (such as teacher  

training, university, etc.)  in 2002? ______in 2003?  _______    in 2004? ________ 

22.  If students attend university, do they normally return to live in the village? ________ 

Primary and secondary  

23.  How many teachers teach at this school? ___________________________________ 

24.  From which tribes are the teachers? ________________________________________ 

25.  What language do the students use with each other when they are not in classes?  

26.  For teachers who speak the same mother tongue as the students, what language will teachers use 

to speak with students outside the classroom? 

27.  How important is education to the parents of your students? ___________________ 

28.  Do you think it is important for the students to learn to read and write their mother tongue? 

29.  Would you be interested in having teaching materials in the mother tongue?  
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Appendix G: Group Interview Questionnaire 

1. What do you call yourselves in your language? 

2. What do the _______ (fill in the name of neighboring tribes) call you? 

3. What do you call the name of your language when you are speaking your language? 

4. In which villages around here do people speak the same language as you?  

5. Which nearby villages speak an entirely different language? 

6. What languages do they speak in ________ (list villages one by one)? 

7. Are there any villages far away from here where people speak the same language as you? 

8. What languages do people present at this interview speak well?  

9. What languages do people present at this interview speak but not as well as those listed in 

answer to #8? 

10. What language(s) do people here understand but not speak? 

11. Are there people in your village who do not speak your language?    

a. Are these just a few people or many people?    

b. What language(s) do they speak?  

c. Do they learn your language? 

12. Are there people in the village who speak your language as their only language? Who (not 

names, but general classification, like the old, the young, men, women, etc.)? 

13. Do you know any ____ (MT people) who do not speak ____ (MT) any more? 

a.  Are there many? 

b.  Do they live in cities (El Obeid; Khartoum) or in towns like Dilling or in villages? 

14. Do you think it would be good to be able to read and write your language?   Would you like 

to learn to read and write ____ (MT)? 

15. What language do children in your village learn first? 

16. Do many children learn another language before they start school? 

17. Where is the best ____ (MT) spoken? Why is it the best? 

18. Are the young people proud of your language? 

19. When the children of your people group grow up and have children of their own, do you 

think those children will speak your language? Is this good or bad? Why? 

20. What kind of things would you like to have written in your language? 

21. Are there local people working on writing the language? Is there a language committee? 

22. Do you ever hear ____ (MT) on the radio? 

23. Is the ____ (MT) ever used in public meetings?  If so, what meetings, and by who? 

24. What language(s) do you use most often  

  - with your families? 
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  - in a personal prayer? 

  - with your friend(s) (in the village)? 

  - with the village leader(s)? 

  - in the fields? 

  - at the market (in the village)? 

  - with government officials? 

  -  at funerals or social gatherings? 

  - in singing traditional songs? 

 

Additional comments: 
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